Anatomy Resources Provided by MCW Libraries

Acland’s Video Atlas of Human Anatomy, ClinicalKey, LWW Health Library Premium Collection, and Thieme E-Book Library are available online through the MCW network via links on the MCW Libraries All E-Resources and Clinical Resources pages, and remote access via the library proxy server.

Acland’s Video Atlas of Human Anatomy
Web-based product featuring freshly dissected human cadaver imagery in streaming video format. Includes narration transcripts, labeled structures, glossary, and review sections. Free personal account required to use exam feature. A DVD set is also on reserve and available for checkout. See below.

ClinicalKey
Click on the Books tab to view lists of books alphabetical by title or by specialty. The Medical Education Books section includes several titles such as Atlas of Human Anatomy (Netter) and over 20 additional Netter titles, Gray’s Anatomy for Students, and Rapid Review Gross and Developmental Anatomy.

LWW Health Library Premium Collection
This new e-book collection includes Clinically Oriented Anatomy (Moore) and Grant’s Dissector.

Thieme E-Book Library
Collection includes online versions of anatomy atlases published by Thieme such as the Color Atlas of Human Anatomy and Pocket Atlas of Sectional Anatomy. See “Read Offline” section for link to instructions for iPad access to the collection.

Anatomy E-Books
This is an alphabetical list of anatomy e-books available for access via MCWCAT, the MCW Libraries’ online catalog. Some of the titles go back as far as the early 1600s.

Selected Books/DVD Set on Reserve at the Todd Wehr Library
QS 17 A184a 2004 v.1-v.6 Acland's DVD Atlas of Human Anatomy
QS 4 M822c 2010 (4c) Moore/Clinically Oriented Anatomy 6e (7e on order)
QS 17 N474a 2011 (4c) Netter/Atlas of Human Anatomy 5e
QS 17 R737c 2011 (2c) Rohren/Color Atlas of Anatomy: A Photographic Study of the Human Body 7e

For more information, contact the Medical College Libraries, 955-8302 or asklib@mcw.edu.